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Foreword 

The issues raised in this review have, in one form or another, troubled the St Helens Without Parish Council for many 

years. We have sought, through this document, to look at the problems identified as a whole. This will enable us to 

engage with partners, stakeholders and agencies in a more focussed and co-ordinated manner. 

 

I am indebted to Councillors Richard Bahu and Lee Church for undertaking the considerable research required. Their 

efforts reflect the Parish Council’s ethos of trying to improve the safety and well- being of our communities. 

 

I commend this review to you. 

 

 

Michael Page 

 

Chair, St Helen Without Parish Council 
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1. Background 

This review was sanctioned by the Parish Council at its meeting on 14 September 2020. It was triggered by 

residents of Shippon expressing concerns over significant congestion on roads in Shippon since Schools 

restarted on and after 3 September 2020, speeding vehicles and safety of pedestrians and cyclists. 

These concerns are not new. However, congestion may have been exacerbated by the Coronavirus pandemic 

guidance to schools and people avoiding public transport. 

A key aim was to identify, in conjunction with partners, local agencies and key players, an acceptable, viable 

and sustainable solution to the difficulties currently created in the morning and evening rush hours by the 

volume of traffic seeking to use roads, particularly Barrow Road and Elm Tree Walk, which are not capable of 

carrying such volume due to their unsuitability by reason of their width, limited capacity and lack of 

footpaths. 

It was agreed that the review would cover the whole of the Parish to ensure comprehensive coverage of the 

issues to the whole Parish community. 

2. Summary of Resident's Views, VAS Data and Emerging Options 

2.1 Consultation 2020 

The Parish Council received a number of communications in autumn 2020 from Shippon residents with concerns 

over issues relating to congestion, traffic, pedestrians, cyclists and speeding. You can see some of these on the 

Shippon Residents Community Group Facebook Page. 

We posted the following on the St Helen Without Parish Council Facebook page in September 2020: 

"At last night's Parish Council meeting it was agreed to undertake a comprehensive strategic review of travel, 

transport and roads in Shippon. As chair of Highways & Amenities subcommittee I'll be taking the lead. We will be 

supported by our District and County Councillors. We will engage with all stakeholders including the local schools 

and residents. I expect it will take a couple of months. Watch this space. In the meantime do feel free to comment to 

the PC and of course directly to the schools if appropriate. Clearly we are operating in a Covid secure environment 

which adds a burden to all activities. However we are conscious that our area will grow significantly in coming years 

and these issues are likely to get worse." 

We distributed a letter to residents in October 2020 setting out the purpose of the review and asking for their 

concerns and any ideas on how to tackle these issues. This was further communicated via a November WADS 

Newsletter article and Parish Notice boards posters. 

See Appendix 1 for the analysis of the consultation responses received. 

The key points are: 

• Roads of Residents Concerns - Most concerns in Shippon =Faringdon Rd / Elm Tree Walk / Barrow Rd. 

• Cause of Residents Concerns -Shippon congestion = Private school traffic (cars and coaches) / Speeding 

parish wide / safety. 

In addition, some residents were concerned about Besselsleigh Rd which is also in Wootton Parish. 

Residents Proposed Solutions: 

• Private schools to develop smoother traffic flow to entrances 
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• Private schools to organise a drop off a shuttle service 

• Private schools to stagger drop off times 

• Prevent school buses from leaving Shippon via Barrow Rd at peak times 

• Permanent "no entry" from Barrow Rd to Elm Tree Walk 

• Peak time "no entry" from Barrow Rd to Elm Tree Walk 

• Peak time traffic lights at Faringdon Rd / Barrow Rd 

• Roundabout at Faringdon Rd / /Barrow Rd 

• Weight restriction on Barrow Rd 

• Traffic calming along Barrow Rd 

• No more cycle lanes 

 

A number of comments and concerns were received from residents which were specific to them and will be 

dealt with directly and not in the Review. 

2.2 Speed limit Vehicle Activated Sign (VAS) Barrow Rd data 

The VAS is located on the entrance to Shippon from the West on Barrow Rd. See Appendix 1 for the analysis of the 

VAS data between 15 September and 17 November 2020 and which yielded the following points (data refers to 

number of vehicle movements): 

• Term time weekday average 21/9 to 13/11 = 2718 

• Private school half term weekday average = 2065 (76%, -653) 

• Private and state school half term weekday average = 2045 (75%, -673) 

•  The data was then refined to look at traffic entering Shippon from the West on Barrow Road during the 

morning rush hours between 7am and 10am:Term time weekday morning rush hour average 21/9 to 13/11 = 

822 

• Private school half term weekday morning rush hour average = 499 (61%, -323) 

• Private and state school half term weekday morning rush hour average = 291 (35%, -542) 

• Difference due to state school half term = 208 

This shows that congestion on Barrow Rd during the morning peak is due to primarily private school traffic but also 

state school traffic. It highlights that working with the private schools on congestion will be critical to achieving any 

improvement. 

A further data set was downloaded from the Barrow Rd VAS for the period 1 December 2020 to 2 February 2021. 

This was similarly analysed and also included in Appendix 1. It confirms the interpretation from the previous data set 

above. It is interesting to note that with schools largely closed except for key workers how little reduction there was 

during Lockdown 3. 

2.3 Joint Wootton & St Helen Without Neighbourhood Plan 

In 2019 the Joint Wootton & St Helen Without Neighbourhood Plan was made by the VWHDC and became a legal 

part of the planning process. See https://www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2020/10/WSHSNP-

final-Referendum-document-8SEPT19.pdf. 

The Plan included an extensive community consultation covered in the Consultation Statement. See 

https://www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2019/07/Wootton-and-St-Helen-Without-NP-

Consultation-Statement_0.pdf. 
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Appendix 2 contains extracts from the Consultation Statement relevant to this review as well as the relevant 

Infrastructure Policies. 

The key points are: 

• 63% thought design of buildings, roads etc in keeping with the character of our area was important 

• 42% thought our road infrastructure poor and 19% very poor 

• 63% thought our road infrastructure would get worse over 5-10 years 

• 63% thought our road infrastructure was not very safe for cyclists and 38% for pedestrians, 45% mobility 

scooters and 41% pushchair / pram users 

• 93% use the car as their primary mode of transport 

• 65% wanted cycle paths developed 

• 68% wanted improved walking, cycling and public transport infrastructure 

• Local roads with traffic problems were Wootton Rd, Honeybottom Lane, Long Tow, Barrow Rd, Faringdon Rd 

and Cholswell Rd 

The Neighbourhood Plan's policies IN3 (Transport Mitigation) and IN4 (Transport Opportunities Review) are 

relevant. They set out how planning applications in the Parish will either be supported or not, particularly, 

relating to the strategic development at Dalton Barracks / Abingdon Airfield. The options considered in this 

review are fully compatible with these policies. 

3. Recommendations for The Way Forward 

It has to be recognised that the impact of the changes resulting from the COVID pandemic may well lead to a 

"New Normal", for example, more people working from home and household use of vehicles decreased by 

rationalised trips for shopping etc. This could take a couple of years to stabilise and therefore reliance on 

historical data may not be valid. 

Residents ideas and suggestions together with discussions with stakeholders and highways experts have 

yielded the options are set out in a series of maps in Appendix 3. 

This section looks purely at options. Finances are discussed in Section 4. 

Note - As some of the highways issues cut across our neighbouring parishes we will look at ways of working 

with them on options where this is sensible. The parish Chair will write to Wootton, Marcham, Besselsleigh 

and Sunningwell parish councils and to Abingdon-on-Thames Town Council. 

3.1 Short term (2021) 

3.1.1 Speeding 

Community Speedwatch (CSW) Scheme - Speeding Taskforce Group 

We will work closely with the new coordinator of CSW, Officer Lee Turnham TVP, to set up the Scheme 

covering our Parish. We have registered for the Scheme and are awaiting the launch of new CSW when the 

current lockdown ends. Note there is a new OCC Speeding Taskforce Group and OCC Councillor Liam Walker, 

Cabinet member for Highways delivery & operations, has been contacted and offered their support. 

We will need to recruit volunteers to operate CSW. We will initially approach residents who have expressed 

concerns about speeding. We will need to purchase a suitable speed gun, such as the Bushnell 101911. 
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New VAS mobile units - acquired and positioned at locations where they would have the biggest impact - 

See Appendix 3. Note: The sign can operate in sleep mode ie no indication but collects data. It can then be 

turned on to compare before and after data. The speed limit is easily changeable. 

One mobile VAS Speed Indicator Display (SID) has already been ordered, together with the installation of 6 

poles around the parish where it can be located from April 2021. This means if we move the SID every month 

then it will take 6 months to rotate.  

3.1.2 Safety 

School  crossing "lollipop" people - At Barrow Road junction with Faringdon Rd and across Faringdon Rd to 

Manor School. By law a lollipop lady or man has the right to stop vehicles and cyclists to allow people to 

cross the road in a safe manner. See https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/residents/roads-and-transport/road-

safety/school-crossing-patrols. Advertise vacancy on SHWPC website, WADS Newsletter, etc. 

Barrow Rd Weight Limit - Investigate introduction of a 7.5 tn weight limit to prevent HGVs using Barrow Rd. 

The following input was been received on 4 February 2021  from OCC Transport Planners: 

" The 7.5 tonne environmental weight limit proposed would not preclude Heavy Good Vehicles(HGVs) from 

using the route for the purposes of access; they will need to be able to retain the ability to reach local 

businesses etc. It is also possible that HGVs will ignore the restrictions and continue to use the route meaning 

enforcement becomes an important issue to consider. 

 

Oxfordshire County Council (OCC) has produced a Freight Strategy as part of the Local Transport Plan. OCC’s 

freight strategy is to provide a safe and attractive environment where people and goods can move around 

freely which is a vital component of the county’s economy. The Freight Strategy is due to be updated as part 

of the proposed Local Transport and Connectivity Plan, which will replace the aforementioned Local 

Transport Plan. The first stage of the new Plan, overall vision and key themes, will be subject to an initial 

public consultation later this month. 

OCC’s policy on new environmental weight restrictions states the necessity to establish if a particular location 

has a problem in terms of environmental and economic impacts as reflected in congestion, air quality, road 

danger and public concerns. It would then be necessary to identify the share of HGV traffic that does not 

constitute local access based on origin and destination surveys and other data, as well as analysis of 

alternative routes. Unfortunately, at present, the county council does not have funding to carry out the 

comprehensive study outlined above and would require proposers of such restrictions to fund the study and 

implementation of such a scheme if it were deemed appropriate." 

Given that this is a sporadic issue with probably too low numbers of HGVs, we believe it would not justify the 

significant cost of the required study and would be very unlikely to yield justification for such a weight limit. 

Barrow Rd T-junction West - Investigate improved signage warning driver of the T-junction, An illuminated 

Give way sign which flashes up T-junction ahead could stop cars ploughing straight on which regularly 

happens. Most recent incident was in the week beginning 15 February 2021. 

Road Safety Trust https://www.roadsafetytrust.org.uk/- Provides small grants up to £50,000for measurable 

interventions that link to local priorities and show a proposed link to reducing casualties either 

directly or through clear interim measures. Eligible projects are pilots/trials, expanding successful 

trials across a new area, and/or the evaluation of interventions. 
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Major themed grants programme "How can technology be used to reduce road offending and improve road 

safety" re-opens on 25 February 2021 with a closing date of 19 April. The focus is on engineering, 

infrastructure and technological measures, while recognising the contribution of education and 

enforcement to these measures. 

Road Safety Week 2021 - Last year it ran 16-22 November 2020 http://www.roadsafetyweek.org.uk/. We 

should plan to run a similar campaign in our Parish in November 2021 in collaboration with key partners. 

3.1.3 Congestion 

Faringdon Road Schools 

The Barrow Road VAS data show that the morning congestion in Shippon is caused by school traffic as cars 

and buses use Barrow Road to access the Manor School (within SHWPC), St Helen and Katharine School, 

Larkmead School and Abingdon School. 

We will contact School Heads offering Rich Osborn's (PCSO) assistance to run initiatives through the school 

council on "Pro-active Schools Travel Ideas". 

Along with the Barrow Road VAS data, we will present to the schools the residents comments and 

suggestions submitted in the Highway Review, suggesting the following improvements are considered: 

• Increasing capacity for cars entering the schools to drop off children / creating smoother traffic flow 

in the school to prevent queuing on Faringdon road; 

• Schools to stagger drop off times/year group start times to reduce the number of cars entering the 

schools at any one time (this is observed to have worked successfully at Carswell Primary School); 

• School buses should avoid leaving Shippon by heading west along Barrow Road until after 9am. In 

places Barrow Road is too narrow for two buses to pass each other and restricting westbound bus 

travel before 9am will prevent any possible blocking of traffic. 

Note: Manor School Travel Plan, Issue 6, 12 March 2018 prepared by Glanville Consultants. 

3.1.4 Air Quality 

Although not specifically mentioned, it is well established that congestion can adversely affect air quality and 

lead to health concerns. There are two Air Quality Management Areas in the VWHDC which are close to our 

Parish, namely,  Marcham A415 and Abingdon town centre. OCC publishes an annual report on air quality. 

See https://oxfordshire.air-

quality.info/documents/Vale_of_White_Horse_ASR_Template_England_2019_Final.pdf 

The nearest Diffusion tube monitoring is on Copenhagen Drive Abingdon. See https://oxfordshire.air-

quality.info/. This shows low NO2 levels. 

We will investigate air quality monitoring to determine levels in Barrow Rd and Faringdon Rd. Tim Williams , 

OCC has told us that previous monitoring at Manor school had shown low levels of NO2. He will be installing 

new tubes in Barrow Rd and Faringdon Rd in week beginning 1 February 2021. The data are analysed 

monthly over a year so the results will be available in February 2022. 
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3.2 Medium Term (2022) 

3.2.1 Safety 

Introduction of 20 mph limit throughout parish - Evidence shows that on average motorists drop their 

speed significantly below 30 mph on roads where such a limit has been implemented. Note at the OCC 

Council meeting 8 Dec 2020 the motion (see Appendix 3) on 20 mph limits was adopted unanimously and 

has been used to highlight highways in the parish where a 20 mph limit would be beneficial. 

Given the extent of the demand across Oxfordshire from parishes it is likely that this could take several years 

to achieve in St Helen Without parish. Richard Webber has submitted a proposal to OCC for 2021/22 

covering all six of the parishes under his remit. 

3.2.2 Shippon Traffic management Scheme 

Barrow Rd / Elm Tree Walk / Faringdon Rd Peak Traffic Management Scheme as set out in Map 2 Appendix 4. 

This would be a comprehensive scheme covering, traffic calming, peak time one way system and associated 

no entry signs, mini-roundabout or traffic lights plus pedestrian crossings at junction of Barrow Rd and 

Faringdon, removal of chicane on Elm Tree Walk and keep clear road markings. 

The following input was been received on 4 February 2021  from OCC Transport Planners: 

" It would be useful if the Parish Council could provide further explanation of the rationale for this route. If it 

is to remove the pinch point on Barrow Rd and gain footway space, then having the one-way system in the 

opposite direction may actually reduce conflict points. The issue with a scheme of this scale is the significant 

cost implications of identifying its potential impact on traffic behaviour in the village and the subsequent 

design and construction of such a scheme. Accordingly, OCC officers are of the view that the transport 

assessment (as part of the planning application) for the redevelopment of Dalton Barracks is the most 

suitable means of examining the existing and forecast traffic conditions in the village and, if found necessary, 

the proposed development will be required to identify an appropriate scheme to address these matters." 

3.3 Long term (2024 and beyond) 

3.3.1 Congestion / Safety / Pedestrians / Cyclists / Public Transport 

The new Dalton Barracks / Abingdon Airfield development will require changes to Barrow Rd and 

connections to Faringdon Rd / Cholswell Rd as part of the Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) and 

when detailed planning applications are submitted. The SPD is currently being drafted and the Parish Council 

were  promised direct input as part of LPP2. 

The following input was received on 4 February 2021  from OCC Transport Planners: 

"Cycle Lanes - Section 2.1 of the report states that residents proposed ‘no more cycle lanes’. It is therefore 

worth clarifying with the SHWPC that the County Council will be seeking improvements to cycling provision in 

the area through the Dalton Barracks application. This is likely to include the provision of new cycle lanes in 

the area as well as improving pre-existing links. Improving cycle facilities will be key to getting people out of 

cars." 

 

We have noted  that this view on cycle lanes contrasts with the wider and more extensive NP consultation 

viewpoint which was supportive of expanding cycling. However, there are concerns that the current cycle 

road markings in Faringdon Rd are ineffective as cars can park on them and cyclists often use footpaths. 

Even where there are dedicated cycle lanes, such as Wootton Rd, many cyclists continue to use the road. 

Clearly within new developments there is scope to create an effective cycling infrastructure. However, the 

challenge is how to extend cycling beyond the new development and integrate into a highways 

infrastructure which is often not amenable to change. 
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4. Finances 

Clearly, any actions will have cost implications. Lower cost options may be feasible utilising Parish Council 

funds., for example, implementing 20 mph limits. 

Richard Webber's Councillor Priority Fund 2020/21 has already provided £2000 for use by 31 March 2021. 

This grant is to assist with funding the purchase of one VAS. More funding is likely to be available from May 

2021. Note, we have received support from Mark Francis, OCC of £2300 to purchase a portable VAS with the 

balance of £1100 coming from SHWPC. Richard Webber's funds will be used to cover the cost of poles 

installed by OCC for the portable VAS. 

One way to acquire additional SIDs is sponsorship via a donation from a local business, developer, 

supermarkets, pubs, school parent associations, etc. There could be a small sign under the SID thanking the 

sponsor. This is a well established practice for roundabouts etc. Other ideas include sharing SIDs between 

neighbouring parishes and towns on a shared cost basis and exploring discounts for bulk purchasing. 

More significant options are likely to be more expensive and beyond Parish funds. These will require funding 

from VWHDC, OCC and developers. There are a large number of developments (Appendix 3) which could 

increase traffic in the Parish. The VWHDC has indicated that CIL and Section 106 funds from new 

developments could be utilised more widely in the district to address infrastructure needs. Appendix 4 lists 

current developments approved or in the pipeline together with references to related reports. 

It should also be noted that more complex options could require Traffic Regulation Orders which have a 

defined process and associated legal costs running into several thousands. 

Appendix 5 lists organisations that are relevant to the review and which may be able to assist in taking 

options forward. 
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Residents Consultation 2020 / Barrow Rd VAS data 
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Additional Data between 1 December 2020 to 2 February 2021
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Additional Data between 1 December 2020 to 2 February 2021 
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Appendix 2 - Wootton and St Helen Without Neighbourhood Plan 2019-2031 

Volunteer workshop 17 May 2017 - Top issue was Infrastructure (transport / roads) SWOT analysis: Threat = 

Traffic is a major problem. 

Questionnaire Feb/Mar 2018 results 

25) Which of the following do you feel are important to our area? 

Heritage assets (monuments etc.) 33% 

Listed buildings 33% 

Green belt 85% 

Conservation areas 68% 

Natural environment - flora, fauna, wildlife, etc 85% 

Design of buildings, roads etc. in keeping with the 

character of our area 

63% 

Small green spaces 60% 

Outdoor leisure areas 64% 

Indoor leisure areas 42% 

None of these 0% 

28) What is your opinion of the road infrastructure (for cars, public transport, cyclists, etc.) serving our neighbourhood area? 

Very good 8% 

Good 37% 

Poor 42% 

Very Poor 19% 

29) And what are your expectations of the road infrastructure serving our neighbourhood in the next 5-10 years? 

Will improve 8% 

Will stay the same 21% 

Will get worse 63% 

Don't know 8% 

 

30) How safe is the local road infrastructure for the following categories of road users? 

 
Very safe 

Quite safe - some 

improvements 

required 

Not very safe - major 

improvements 

required 

Don't 

know 

Pedestrians (including the very 

young, elderly or disabled) 

5% 55% 38% 1% 

Cyclists 2% 29% 63% 6% 

Mobility scooter users 2% 25% 45% 27% 

Pushchair/pram users 3% 39% 41% 18% 

Wheelchair/white cane users 2% 23% 50% 25% 
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31) What are your top 3 primary forms of transport for travelling in and around the neighbourhood and 32) what other forms of 

transport are important but which you use less often? 

 Primary forms of transport Important but used less often 

Car 93% 5% 

Motor Cycle/Moped/Scooter 3% 4% 

Bicycle 24% 28% 

Van/Light Commercial 3% 4% 

Bus 49% 46% 

Train 5% 23% 

Mobility scooter 1% 3% 

Wheelchair 2% 3% 

Walking 73% 21% 

 

33) Looking at the environmental amenities in the neighbourhood area, which of the following would you like to see developed? 

Cycle paths 65% 

Electric bikes to rent 5% 

Park & ride to Didcot/Milton 10% 

Park & ride to Oxford 24% 

Bus services 47% 

Electric car charging points 14% 

Street lighting 28% 

Parking spaces 20% 

Pavements 56% 

Public footpaths 48% 

Other environmental amenities - 

Write In: 

 

7% 

None of these/don't know 4% 

37) The Joint Neighbourhood Plan team is developing a draft “vision” for our area. As a consequence, it would like to test key 

attributes you value from your neighbourhood and community:Thinking about what you care about for your 

neighbourhood/community – what are the most important to you? 

Improved walking, cycling and public transport 

infrastructure 

68% 27% 4% 1% 

43) Which local roads might have traffic problems? 

Barrow Road 57% 

Farringdon Road 56% 

Long Tow 65% 

Cholswell Road 36% 

Honeybottom Lane 74% 

Wootton Road 79% 

Fox Lane 63% 

Cumnor Road 54% 

Besselsleigh Road 54% 

Whitecross 72% 

Other - Write In:  17% 
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p40-p42: policies IN3 and IN4 

Policy IN3 Transport Mitigation 

IN3.1 Barrow Road 

a) Development proposals for the Strategic Development Site that will or are likely to result in severe 

impacts on the junction of Barrow Road and Faringdon Road will not be supported. 

b) Development proposals that restrict vehicular access to Shippon via Barrow Road will be supported. 

c) The development of footpaths in combination with restricted vehicular access along Barrow Road will be 

supported. 

IN3.2 B4017 The proposal for the development of the Strategic Development Site should demonstrate how it 

will deliver the following: 

a) Minimise traffic impacts on the B4017. 

b) Locate the northern road exit either on Honeybottom Lane or directly onto a reconfigured junction at the 

Waterworks Crossing. 

c) Establish a foot, cycle and bridle way between Whitecross and the new development along the current 

2121 Squadron driveway 

IN3.3 Waterworks Crossing and Bystander Junction - Development proposals for the Strategic Development 

Site that require alterations to these junctions must pay due regard to safety for all road and pavement 

users, and to their heritage settings: a) Proposals should provide for safe and secure pedestrian and cycle 

movement across, as well as along, the highway. b) Proposals that cause unacceptable damage to the 

landscape and heritage characteristics of the crossing will not be supported. 

IN3.4 Bus service - The protection and enhancement of public transport services and facilities for existing 

settlements and their communities as part of the development of the strategic development site will be 

supported. Proposals to develop the Strategic Development Site that fail to protect and/or enhance public 

transport services and facilities for existing settlements and their communities will not be supported. 

IN3.5 Public Rights of Way - Development proposals that extend or improve the Public Rights of Way within 

the Designated Area will be supported. 

"Getting around our area is another local concern. Roads in our area are already under pressure and face 

increases in traffic not only from the development of the Garden Village but also from other developments 

planned for the vicinity of our Designated Area. There are limits to what we can do to improve transport 

infrastructure, and we can only influence development that happens within our area, but there is potential 

to influence how the new development interfaces with existing settlements and infrastructure. Key issues 

relate to increased pressure of traffic on the B4017, the sensitivity and constraints of Barrow Road, Elm Tree 

Walk, Besselsleigh Road, Honeybottom Lane, Fox Lane, and the Waterworks Crossing at the junction of 

Honeybottom Lane, Whitecross and Fox Lane. Specific concerns over the convenience and safety of using 

the Bystander and Waterworks junctions whether on foot or bike or in a vehicle have been raised through 

consultation, while more general suggestions received include replacing the staggered junctions on the 

B4017 (both Waterworks Crossing and Bystander junctions) with roundabouts, a one-way system for Barrow 

Road and Elm Tree Walk, and installing pedestrian crossings and traffic calming measures on busy roads. The 

dependence of local residents on facilities and services in Oxford and Abingdon makes safe and efficient 
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transport between our villages and surrounding towns essential. Maintaining, integrating and enhancing 

provision for pedestrians and cyclists is a key concern, especially on busy or fast roads that are crossed or 

used by younger residents on their way to school, such as Lamborough Hill and Whitecross. 

Policy IN4 Transport Opportunities 

IN4.1 Transport Opportunities Review 

Development proposals for sites in excess of 10 dwellings should be accompanied by a travel plan that 

explores options to enhance transport and accessibility, as well as to minimise and mitigate severe impacts 

on transport infrastructure and safety. 

IN4.2 Re-opening connections between settlements - The re-opening of historic and non-vehicular 

connections between settlements for public use on foot, by bike or on horseback will be supported. The 

creation of new connections between settlements surrounding the site on foot by bike and on horseback will 

also be supported. 

IN4.3 Improving provision for sustainable transport - The improvement of sustainable transport 

infrastructure for existing communities and on the existing highway network will be supported. Sustainable 

transport here includes travel on foot, by bike, on horseback and by bus. 

IN4.4 Convenient access for existing residents - Development proposals for the Strategic Development Site 

must provide for the integration and improvement of the local public rights of way network, to optimise the 

accessibility of amenities and facilities within the development for residents of existing settlements 

surrounding the site. 
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Appendix 3- Submission to OCC Highways Programme 2021 

A detailed analysis of the improvements needed to address congestion and speeding in the parish has been used to 

set out a detailed set of highway changes in the following maps and submitted on 24 December 2020 to Richard 

Webber, County Councillor, OCC. 

Note at the OCC Council meeting 8 Dec 2020 the following motion was adopted unanimously and has been used to 

highlight highways in the parish where a 20 mph limit would be beneficial: 

16. Motion by Councillor Pete Sudbury 

“The Stockholm declaration, endorsed by the UK government in February this year, sets a

framework to reduce road deaths and injuries by 50%: A critical measure is to:  

”…mandate a maximum road travel speed of 30 km/h in areas where vulnerable road users and

vehicles mix in a frequent and planned manner, except where strong evidence exists that higher

speeds are safe”  

The Spanish Government recently announced it will introduce this limit nationally.  20mph

limits are popular with residents, make them feel safer, and increase walking and cycling.  

Currently, 20mph limits are only put in place where average speeds are already at relatively

safe levels (24mph). This is perverse and sends the wrong message to drivers about the

dangers of speeding. Evidence says that simply introducing 20mph limits disproportionately

slows those driving the fastest.   

This County Council supports the premise that 20mph is the optimum speed limit in built-up

areas and therefore:    

1.      Unless there is compelling evidence for a higher limit, newly adopted residential roads,

and adopted highway in commercial areas leading to residential roads, will have 20mph

limits or zone.  

2.     Parish, Town, City Councils will by default be supported in reducing speed limits in existing

streets or areas on the basis of their local knowledge and the wishes of their

residents, whilst taking note of national guidance.  Where funding from any source is

available, they will subsequently be supported to put in place necessary speed-calming

measures to bring maximum and average speeds down to acceptable levels.” 

Enforcement of changes to roads 

Unlikely to get Police involvement eg possible no left run on Barrow Rd into Elm Tree Walk. Issue is people are used 

to using such a route and will be reluctant to abide by such a change! We may need to monitor when initially 

implemented. 

Legend for following maps: 

W.L. - Weight Limit (7.5 tonnes) 

NEW VAS - New Vehicle Activated Sign (actual speed indication - option for data capture - option to relocate around 

parish) 

RED LINES - 20MPH Speed limit 

PEAK TIME TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SCHEME: 

GREEN LINES - PEAK TIME ONE WAY SYSTEM - Arrows indicate direction 

N.L.T - No Left Turn (Morning peak) - Programmable LED sign 

N.E. - No Entry (Morning peak) - Programmable LED sign 

T.L. - Traffic Lights (Morning peak) 
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MAP 1 - Barrow Rd / Elm Tree Walk / Faringdon Rd 
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MAP 2 - Barrow Rd / Faringdon Rd / Elm Tree Walk / Cholswell Rd 

 

Additional points: 

NO CHICANE - Remove existing chicane on Elm Tree Walk to ease traffic flow 

CONDITION OF PAVEMENT - Pavement has narrowed and covered with grass etc. Needs clearing and refining. 

T.L. / MINI ROUNDABOUT - Alternatives but roundabout could be lower cost option. 

NEW FOOTPATH - Condition of planning application for conversion of Barrow Rd cowsheds to offices. 

Flooding - Improved drainage required. Note planning applications for development of paddock to north. 
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MAP 3 - Cholswell Rd / Long Tow / Faringdon Rd / Barrow Rd / Elm Tree Walk 

 

 

 

Flooding - Improved drainage required.  

 

 

NEW LIGHTING AND STOP SIGN - DALTON BARRACKS OFFER TO FUND (PARTIAL?) 
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MAP 4 - Honey Bottom Lane / Cothill Rd / Church Lane 
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MAP 5 - Lashford Lane / Sandleigh Rd / Church Lane 

 

  

NEW 

VAS 
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Appendix 4 - Impact of New Developments 

 

VWHDC LPP2 - Sustainable Transport Study for the Abingdon to Oxford Corridor October 2017 SYSTRA 

VWHDC LPP2 - Evaluation of Transport Impacts - Stage 2, OCC / ATKINS October 2017 

 

Barrow Rd - Paddock housing (P16/V3165/FUL) and Cowsheds offices (P19/V2489/FUL) 

Abingdon Airfield / Dalton Barracks - VWHDC Local Plan Part 2 - strategic site for 1200 houses (potentially 

some 4500 long term) 

Glanville transport delivery report (VWHDC)
1
 

Paul Burnham Associates transport delivery document (DIO - Carter Jonas) 

DIO Delivery document 

SPD bring produced which will include policies on highways to mitigate impact of such a large 

development. 

Wootton Rd - 200 houses 

Marcham Packhorse Lane - 90 houses RefP20/V1388/O - issues over AQMA / traffic 

Kingston Bagpuize / Fyfield - 600 houses - issues over AQMA / traffic - proposal to divert HGVs via Gozzards 

Ford but considered not feasible due to cost of upgrading roads versus Marcham bypass. 

North Abingdon - 950 houses - plus Lodge Hill junction improvements 

Proposed Aldi store Wootton Rd (circus field) - concerns over increased traffic from West using Barrow Rd 

etc as route to store to avoid Abingdon. 

Potentially Marcham housing expansion linked to a new bypass - land safeguarded under LPP2. 

A34 / Oxford Cambridge Expressway - currently on hold https://highwaysengland.co.uk/our-work/oxford-to-

cambridge-expressway/. Very active anti-group https://www.noexpressway.org/. 

A34 between M4 and M40 - https://highwaysengland.co.uk/our-work/a34-improvements-north-and-south-

of-oxford/about/ 

Thames Water - New reservoir - impact on Abingdon Common and A415 

  

                                                           
1
The traffic survey information for Shippon is inaccurate as Site Access 2 shows ‘0’ vehicle movements leaving Faringdon Road 

onto Cholswell Road, but no monitoring station was set up here. 
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Appendix 5 - Organisations 

TRL 01344 773131 www.trl.co.uk  

Community Corners project https://trl.co.uk/projects/community-corners 

Community Corners report https://trl.co.uk/publications/trial-of-a-community-led-intervention-to-

improve-residential-road-safety 

Road Safety Trusthttps://www.roadsafetytrust.org.uk/ 

Grants - small grants up to 50k and new call for larger grants in Feb 2021. 

Road Safety Week - 16-22 November 2020 http://www.roadsafetyweek.org.uk/ 

Thinkhttps://www.think.gov.uk/ 

Brakehttps://www.brake.org.uk/ 

ROSPAhttps://www.rospa.com/ 

University Centres 

Institute for Transport Studies, University of Leedshttps://environment.leeds.ac.uk/transport 

Road Safety Knowledge Centre Loughborough 

Universityhttp://www.roadsafetyknowledgecentre.org.uk/organisations/loughborough-university-

transport-safety-research-centre.html 

Royal Society " Advances in smart roads for future smart cities" 

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rspa.2019.0439 

 


